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“I believe telling exceptional stories is the foundation of Board and 
Senior Executive Search success. Arlington Partners’ strategic, 
competency-based approach helps organizations identify and 
articulate their true needs, then guides senior executives to convey 
their experience in a manner that aligns with the opportunity. The 

resulting process is clear, respectful, efficient and phenomenally 
effective, ensuring effectively decision making and that the best 

candidate is set up for success in the long run.” 
 
Alexa Samuels, Senior Client Partner, Assessment, brings extensive consulting, assessment, Board and 
Senior Executive Search experience within Canada’s private, public and not-for-profit sectors. As Senior 
Client Partner, Assessment, Alexa is responsible for leading the assessment on searches across all industry 
sectors, as well as developing the Financial Services, Media and Entertainment, Legal and Board, 
Healthcare Not-for-profit and Academic practice areas for Arlington across North America. 
 
Since 2010, Alexa has helped senior executives and Board Directors advance their professional objectives 
through clear, memorable and compelling communication, and by strategically leveraging digital 
resources. Prior to consulting, Alexa spent over a decade in the global Corporate Marketing department 
of Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts. She brings her passion for helping people succeed, exceptional client 
service, keen curiosity and academic discipline to Arlington’s rigorous and inspiring search process, 
providing clients and candidates with a high degree of professionalism and strategic insight to attract top 
talent and ensure the right fit and their effective onboarding 
 
Outside of work, Alexa enjoys photography, sports, travel and art. She sits on the Education Committee 
for Partners in Art, a not-for-profit organization of 170+ women which promotes and funds contemporary 
art in Canada. Alexa is a Rotman Scholar with a joint MBA from Rotman School of Management (University 
of Toronto) and the University of St. Gallen (Switzerland), an MA from Tulane University (New Orleans), 
and a BA Honours from McGill University (Montreal).  

 
alexasamuels@arlingtonpartnersinc.com  
linkedin.com/in/alexasamuels 
174 Avenue Road Toronto ON, Canada M5R 2J1 
416 907 4027  
www.arlingtonpartnersinternational.com 
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